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This paper defines the policies as the Semi-mandatory Dividend Policy, in which 
the China Securities Regulatory Commission (CSRC) takes the certain level of 
dividend paid by listed companies as a prerequisite for their refinancing qualifications. 
We set the “Decisions on Amending Some Provisions on Cash Dividends by Listed 
Companies” released by CSRC on October 9, 2008 as the background, in-depth study 
whether the mechanisms of external financing constraints to improve internal 
governance in the listed companies, especially the contradiction between controlling 
shareholders and the interests of minority shareholders. We choose three variable, the 
separation of ownership and control right of largest shareholder, related party 
transactions in major shareholders and dividend policies of listed companies as a 
measure of the strength of internal governance, to provide theoretical and empirical 
evidence in external financing policy for the necessary constraints internal control. 
Theory suggests that, for re-financing, external restraining mechanism have a 
major impact to the behavior of big shareholders, when the listed company's related 
party transactions exist, and the more severe cases, the more effective of the external 
financing constraints; The higher the percentage of dividend , the more major 
shareholders have no incentive to pursue their interests, and it played a constraint 
effect; also the more separation of the major shareholders’ cash flow rights and 
control, the stronger the external financing of the cash dividend policy to trigger, and 
if major shareholders the right to higher cash flows, the more tends to act consistent 
with the small and medium investors. 
The empirical results further validate its results, when there exist serious two 
right separation in the list companies, capital market will be response to the positive 
with the policy, and the CAR is significantly positive; also if there are serious related 
transactions listed companies, the market is support the policy; while, when the 















to development opportunities in the future given the negative reaction of the policy, 
therefore, a lower proportion of the historical dividend part of the listed company, if it 
growths well, the market did not support the policy. At the same time, the nature of 
the equity of listed companies, equity ratio and firm characteristics of listed 
companies has the effect of the policies have some effect. For the state-owned shares 
and legal person shares, the market that the two listed holding company of potential 
Jiaoda of Fengxian, therefore, the effect of policy implementation would be more 
unsatisfactory; the second largest shareholder, the market approach is not clear, but 
the major external shareholders on behalf of institutional investors in the market that 
is sufficient oversight of its internal governance, it is not favorable for the policy. 
Finally, the paper combined with previous analysis, obtained for different companies, 
should be in accordance with its internal control environment for the implementation 
of the different external financing constraints in different conclusions. 
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与现金股利分配挂钩，后在 2006 年 5 月的《上市公司证券发行管理办法》中把
现金股利分配作为再融资的必要条件： 近三年以现金或股票方式累计分配的利
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